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Zuper - the smart financial assistant for all your bank accounts 
 
Source: https://www.meinstartup.com/zuper-smarte-finanzassistent-fuer-alle-bankkonten/ 
  
April 19, 2018 - With the financial App Zuper you can keep an eye on your finances and all 
your accounts, anytime, anywhere. It monitors all financial activities and helps you to 
understand your spending behavior better and easily control it through intelligent 
notifications.  
 
MeinSTARTUP spoke with CEO Alexey Rubtsov about the idea for this personal digital financial 
assistant. 
 
Alexey, in a nutshell: Please pitch the business idea. 
 
Zuper gives you more financial health. With Zuper, you can easily connect all your accounts. 
So you have the overview at any time and can also determine your individual score for your 
financial strength. We then coach you on how to optimize your financial situation, save 
money, and control your finances. 
 
What exactly was the trigger for starting your own business? 
 
Most people do not think enough about how their financial situation is and how they can build 
wealth. Others, however, spend hours running household books and "hacking" their data into 
an Excel spreadsheet. But over the past decade, open banking, artificial intelligence, and more 
efficient platforms have gained more and more influence. 
 
This is now being accelerated by the new EU Payments Directive PSD2, which came into force 
on 13th of January 2018: customer data must now be released for use for the customer by the 
bank. This creates entirely new possibilities to analyze your own data.  
 
It really is an exciting time to launch a product that financially enhances people's lives. 
 
What makes the business model unique - what is the USP? 
 
We use a personalized and on artificial intelligence-based toolbox. 
 
It enables users to check their financial health and coach them to develop their financial 
strength and build assets. At the same time, we use deterministic data models to enable our 
users to make fast and fair credit decisions using transparent credit scoring. 
 
Where do you see the target group or who are the desired customers? 
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In the beginning, we focused on the younger millennials. But we have seen that even the 
elderly and technology-interested users are even more interested in keeping track of their 
finances. 
 
We know that Zuper users have a smartphone and love it. They always have it with them. They 
may also have a computer, but they appreciate the convenience and availability of useful apps 
like ours. 
 
How much money was invested until the start and how long was the lead time? 
 
We were founded in March 2016 and have invested around 500,000 euros in the soft launch. 
Since January 2017 we are now on the market and started in November in Austria. We will 
reach break-even in two years. 
 
What about the revenue side - how are cash returns made? 
 
Zuper earns his money by improving banks' usual sources of money. 
 
In doing so, we use our advantages above all in the case of previously guaranteed credit lines 
and smart savings accounts. We also see opportunities to help and to provide exclusive offers 
to willing customers. 
 
Which advertising or PR campaign has caused the biggest publicity boost so far? 
 
All consumer innovations always have the challenge of becoming better known. 
 
Our zuper blog has helped us so far, where we discuss tips and ideas on how to better regulate 
personal finances. 
 
We also rely on videos to emotionalize more. In addition, our COO Leitha Matz is also doing a 
MeetUp in Berlin called "Mind the Gap", which is about equal pay for equal work. 
 
We believe that the Zuper app especially helps people whose lives are changing. That's why 
we plan to build partnerships with universities, employers, and communities. This will give 
students, professionals, and young families access to our app who are looking for new ways 
to improve their financial health. 
 
Which vision do you pursue and which headline would you like to read about the company? 
 
We're constantly putting everything to the test - be it the product technology or the way we 
move the business forward. I think that shows in the way we run Zuper as a company. We 
have a lean and efficient team that works across six different countries. 
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When we talk to bigger financial institutions, we find that while they talk a lot about 
innovation, it's a tough obstacle for them internally. 
 
Without which 3 tools/apps can't you do in your daily work and why? 
 
Slack, Google Drive, and JIRA are our pipelines. These tools enable us to connect and 
communicate. Especially when working remotely, we can work together like this. 
 
What does success mean to you personally - what does really matter? 
 
Personal success means creating sustainable products and processes. These are the tools that 
change lives, improve human abilities, and withstand storms. 
 
What kind of mistake would you make out of your own experience to spare young founders? 
 
You have to realize what is absolutely fundamental for your own business. Then you have to 
focus on it. Everything else can be outsourced, but not the heart of the company. 
 
Which question should a founder have asked himself/herself at least once? 
 
Unless you question everything, I do not think you do your homework. For startups, it's 
important that they prioritize properly and ask about the why of each new feature in every 
meeting: Why is that important? Why do people need this? Why is that better? 
 
With which three words would you describe yourself? 
 
Positive, patient, and persistent. 
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